A class of estimators of the Rényi and Tsallis entropies of an unknown distribution f in R m is presented. These estimators are based on the kth nearest-neighbor distances computed from a sample of N i.i.d. vectors with distribution f . We show that entropies of any order q, including Shannon's entropy, can be estimated consistently with minimal assumptions on f . Moreover, we show that it is straightforward to extend the nearest-neighbor method to estimate the statistical distance between two distributions using one i.i.d. sample from each.
1. Introduction. We consider the problem of estimating the Rényi [33] entropy
or the Havrda and Charvát [15] entropy (also called Tsallis [37] entropy)
of a random vector X ∈ R m with probability measure µ which has density f with respect to the Lebesgue measure, from N independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples X 1 , . . . , X N , N ≥ 2. Note that H * q can be expressed as a function of H q . Indeed, H * q = log[1 − (q − 1)H q ]/(1 − q), and for any q, d(H * q )/d(H q ) > 0 and [d 2 (H * q )/d(H q ) 2 ]/(q − 1) > 0. For q < 1 and q > 1, H * q is thus a strictly increasing concave and convex function of H q respectively and the maximization of H * q and H q are equivalent. Hence, in what follows we shall speak indifferently of q-entropy maximizing distributions. When q tends to 1, both H q and H * q tend to the (Boltzmann-Gibbs-) Shannon entropy
We consider a new class of estimators of H q and H * q based on the approach proposed by Kozachenko and Leonenko [21] who consider the estimation of H 1 ; see also [11] . Within the classification made in [3] , which also contains an outstanding overview of nonparametric Shannon entropy estimation, the method falls in the category of nearest-neighbor distances. See also [13] . When m = 1, the nearest-neighbor method is related to sample-spacing methods; see, for example, [41] for an early reference concerning Shannon entropy. It also has some connections with the more recent random-graph approach of Redmond and Yukich [32] , who, on the supposition that the distribution is supported on [0, 1] m together with some smoothness assumptions on f , construct a strongly consistent estimator of H * q for 0 < q < 1 (up to an unknown bias term independent of f and related to the graph properties). For q = 1, our construction relies on the estimation of the integral
through the computation of conditional moments of nearest-neighbor distances. It thus possesses some similarities with that of Evans, Jones and Schmidt [8] , who establish the weak consistency of an estimator of I q for m ≥ 2 and q < 1 under the conditions that f is continuous and strictly positive on a compact convex subset C of R m , with bounded partial derivatives on C. In comparison to Redmond and Yukich [32] and Evans, Jones and Schmidt [8] , our results cover a larger range of values for q and do not rely on assumptions of regularity or bounded support for f . For the sake of completeness, we also consider the case q = 1, that is, the estimation of Shannon entropy, with results obtained as corollaries of those for q = 1 (at the expense of requiring slightly stronger conditions than Kozachenko and Leonenko [21] ).
The entropy (1.2) is of interest in the study of nonlinear Fokker-Planck equations, with q < 1 for the case of subdiffusion and q > 1 for superdiffusion; see [38] . Values of q ∈ [1, 3] are used by Alemany and Zanette [1] to study the behavior of fractal random walks. Applications for quantizer design, characterization of time-frequency distributions, image registration and indexing, texture classification and image matching etc., are indicated by Hero et al.
A CLASS OF RÉNYI INFORMATION ESTIMATORS
3 [16] , Hero and Michel [17] and Neemuchwala, Hero and Carson [29] . Entropy minimization is used by Pronzato, Thierry and Wolsztynski [31] , Wolsztynski, Thierry and Pronzato [45] for parameter estimation in semi-parametric models. Entropy estimation is also a basic tool for independent component analysis in signal processing; see, for example, [22, 23] .
The entropy H q is a concave function of the density for q > 0 (and convex for q < 0). Hence, q-entropy maximizing distributions, under some specific constraints, are uniquely defined for q > 0. For instance, the q-entropy maximizing distribution is uniform under the constraint that the distribution is finitely supported. More interestingly, for any dimension m ≥ 1, the qentropy maximizing distribution with a given covariance matrix is of the multidimensional Student-t type if m/(m + 2) < q < 1; see [43] . This generalizes the well-known property that Shannon entropy H 1 is maximized for the normal distribution. Such entropy-maximization properties can be used to derive nonparametric statistical tests by following the same approach as Vasicek [41] who tests normality with H 1 ; see also [11] .
The layout of the paper is as follows. Section 2 develops some of the motivations and applications just mentioned (see also Section 3.3 for signal and image processing applications). The main results of the paper are presented in Section 3. The paper is focused on entropy estimation, but in Section 3.3 we show how a slight modification of the method also allows us to estimate statistical distances and divergences between two distributions. Section 4 gives some examples and Section 5 indicates some related results and possible developments. The proofs of the results of Section 3 are collected in Section 6.
2. Properties, motivation and applications. 
, for fixed q > 1, is the solution of a nonlinear Fokker-Planck (or Kolmogorov) equation; see [38] .
Let X and Y be two independent random vectors respectively in R m 1 and R m 2 . Define Z = (X, Y ) and let f (x, y) denote the joint density for Z. Let f 1 (x) and f 2 (y) be the marginal densities for X and Y respectively, so that f (x, y) = f 1 (x)f 2 (y). It is well known that the Shannon and Rényi entropies (1.3) and (1.1) satisfy the additive property H * q (f ) = H * q (f 1 )+ H * q (f 2 ), q ∈ R, while for the Tsallis entropy (1.2), one has
The first property is known in physical literature as the extensivity property of Shannon and Rényi entropies, while the second is known as nonextensivity (with q the parameter of nonextensivity).
The paper by Frank and Daffertshofer [10] presents a survey of results related to entropies in connection with nonlinear Fokker-Planck equations and normal or anomalous diffusion processes. In particular, the so-called Sharma and Mittal entropy H q,s = [1 − (I q ) (s−1)/(q−1) ]/(s − 1), with q, s > 0, q, s = 1 and I q given by (1.4), represents a possible unification of the (nonextensive) Tsallis entropy (1.2) and (extensive) Rényi entropy (1.1). It sat-
, where H G s is known as Gaussian entropy. Notice that a consistent estimator of H q,s can be obtained from the estimator of I q presented in Section 3.
Entropy maximizing distributions. The
⊤ is said to have a multidimensional Student distribution T (ν, Σ, µ) with mean µ ∈ R m , scaling or correlation matrix Σ, covariance matrix C = νΣ/(ν − 2) and ν degrees of freedom if its p.d.f. is 
It converges as ν → ∞ to the Rényi entropy
of the multidimensional normal distribution N (µ, Σ). When q → 1, H * q (µ, Σ) tends to H 1 (µ, Σ) = log[(2πe) m/2 |Σ| 1/2 ], the Shannon entropy of N (µ, Σ). For m/(m + 2) < q < 1, the q-entropy maximizing distribution under the constraint
is the Student distribution T (ν, (ν − 2)C/ν, 0) with ν = 2/(1 − q) − m > 2; see [43] . For q > 1, we define p = m + 2/(q − 1) and the q-entropy maximizing distribution under the constraint (2.3) has then finite support given by
The characteristic function of the p.d.f. (2.4) is given by
ζ ∈ R m , where J ν/2 denotes the Bessel function of the first kind. Alternatively, f ν for q < 1 or f p for q > 1 also maximizes the Shannon entropy (1.3) under a logarithmic constraint; see [20, 46] . Indeed, when q < 1, f ν (x) given by (2.1) with ν = 2/(1 − q) − m and Σ = (ν − 1)C/ν maximizes H 1 under the constraint
and when q > 1, f p (x) given by (2.4) with p = 2/(q − 1) + m maximizes H 1 under
where Ψ(z) = Γ ′ (z)/Γ(z) is the digamma function.
2.3. Information spectrum. Considered as a function of q, H * q (1.1) is known as the spectrum of Rényi information; see [36] . The value of H * q for q = 2 corresponds to the negative logarithm of the well-known efficacy parameter Ef (X) that arises in asymptotic efficiency considerations. Consider nowḢ
It satisfieṡ
The quantity S(f ) = −2Ḣ 1 = var[log f (X)] gives a measure of the intrinsic shape of the density f ; it is a location and scale invariant positive func-
For the multivariate normal distribution N (µ, Σ), H * q is given by (2.2) and S(f ) = m/2. For the one-dimensional Student distribution with ν degrees of freedom (for which EX ν−1 exists, but not EX ν ), with density
we obtain 
The q-entropy maximizing property of the Student distribution can be used to test that the observed samples are Student distributed, and the estimation of S(f ) then provides information about ν. This finds important applications, for instance, in financial mathematics; see [18] .
3. Main results. Let ρ(x, y) denote the Euclidean distance between two points x, y of R m (see Section 5 for an extension to other metrics). For a given sample X 1 , . . . , X N , and a given X i in the sample, from the N − 1 distances ρ(X i , X j ), j = 1, . . . , N , j = i, we form the order statistics ρ
1,N −1 is the nearest-neighbor distance from the observation X i to some other X j in the sample, j = i, and similarly, ρ
is the kth nearest-neighbor distance from X i to some other X j .
3.1. Rényi and Tsallis entropies. We shall estimate I q , q = 1, bŷ
where V m = π m/2 /Γ(m/2 + 1) is the volume of the unit ball B(0, 1) in R m and
Note that I 1 = 1 since f is a p.d.f. and that I q is finite when q < 0 only if f is of bounded support. Indeed,
, with µ L the Lebesgue measure. Also, when f is bounded, I q tends to the (Lebesgue) measure of its support µ L {x : f (x) > 0} when q → 0 + . Some other properties of I q are summarized in Lemma 1 of Section 6.
The nearest-neighbor estimatorÎ N,k,q given by (3.1) could thus also be considered as a plug-in estimator,Î N,k,q = (1/N )
] m } with ρ k+1,N (x) the (k +1)th nearestneighbor distance from x to the sample. One may notice the resemblance betweenf N,k (x) and the density function estimatorf N,
suggested by Loftsgaarden and Quesenberry [26] ; see also [7, 28] .
We suppose that X 1 , . . . , X N , N ≥ 2, are i.i.d. with a probability measure µ having a density f with respect to the Lebesgue measure. [However, if µ has a finite number of singular components superimposed to the absolutely continuous component f , one can remove all zero distances from the ρ 
for q < 1, provided that I q given by (1.4) exists, and for any q
Under the conditions of Theorem 3.1, 
Corollary 3.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.2,
as N → ∞, which provides consistent estimates of the Rényi and Tsallis entropies of f .
We show the following in the proof of Theorem 3.2: when q < 1 and I 2q−1 < ∞, or 1 < q < (k + 2)/2 and f is bounded,
, that is, the limit of ∆ k,q for k → ∞ equals N times the variance of the Monte Carlo estimator (3.3) (which forms a lower bound on the variance of an estimator I q based on the sample X 1 , . . . , X N ).
Under the assumption that f is three times continuously differentiable µ L -almost everywhere, we can improve Lemma 2 of Section 6 into
which can be used to approximate
We thereby obtain an approximation of the biasB N,k,q = EÎ N,k,q − I q = Eζ 1−q N,1,k − I q , which, after some calculations, can be written aŝ
where
m . For instance, for f the density of the normal N (0, σ 2 I m ), we get
which is defined for β > −1. From the expression of the MSE forÎ N,k,q given in (6.8), we obtain
Investigating the behavior of the last term requires an asymptotic approximation for
, which is under current investigation. Preliminary results for k = 1 show that the contribution of this term to the MSE forÎ N,k,q cannot be ignored in general.
3.2. Shannon entropy. For the estimation of H 1 (q = 1), we take the limit ofĤ N,k,q as q → 1, which giveŝ
where Ψ(z) = Γ ′ (z)/Γ(z) is the digamma function [Ψ(1) = −γ with γ ≃ 0.5772 the Euler constant and, for k ≥ 1 integer, Ψ(k) = −γ + A k−1 with A 0 = 0 and A j = j i=1 1/i]; see [22, 42] for applications of this estimator in physical sciences. We then have the following. Corollary 3.2. Suppose that f is bounded and that I q 1 exists for some q 1 < 1. Then H 1 exists and the estimator (3.9) satisfiesĤ N,k,1
Remark 3.2. One may notice thatĤ * N,k,q given by (3.7) is a smooth function of q. Its derivative at q = 1 can be used as an estimate ofḢ 1 defined by (2.5). Straightforward calculations give
and S(f ) = −2Ḣ 1 can be estimated bŷ
We obtain the following in the proof of Corollary 3.2:
. Note that var[log f (X)] forms a lower bound on the variance of a Monte Carlo estimation of H 1 based on log f (X i ), i = 1, . . . , N , and thatΨ(k) → 0 as k → ∞.
Similarly to Remark 3.1, the estimatorĤ N,k,1 given by (3.9) could be considered as a plug-in estimator,
One may notice that selecting k by likelihood cross-validation based on the density function estimator suggested by Loftsgaarden and Quesenberry [26] 
In our simulations this method always tended
, or byf N,k (x) of Remark 3.1, does not seem to yield a valid selection procedure for k either.
LetH N,k,1 be the plug-in estimator of H 1 based onf N,k defined bỹ
. Under the additional assumption on f that it belongs to the class F of uniformly continuous p.d.f. satisfying 0 < c 1 ≤ f (x) ≤ c 2 < ∞ for some constants c 1 , c 2 , we obtain the uniform and almost sure convergence ofĤ N,k,1 to H 1 (f ) over the class F , provided that k = k N → ∞, k N /N → 0 and k N / log N → ∞ as N → ∞; see the results of Devroye and Wagner [7] on the strong uniform consistency off N,k . Notice that the choice of k proposed by Hall, Park and Samworth [14] for nearest-neighbor classification does not satisfy these conditions.
3.3.
Relative entropy and divergences. In some situations the statistical distance between distributions can be estimated through the computation of entropies, so that the method of kth nearest-neighbor distances presented above can be applied straightforwardly. For instance, the q-Jensen difference
(see, e.g., [2] ) can be estimated if we have three samples, respectively distributed according to f , g and βf + (1 − β)g. Suppose that we have one sample S i (i = 1, . . . , s) of i.i.d. variables generated from f and one sample T j (j = 1, . . . , t) of i.i.d. variables generated from g with s and t increasing at a constant rate as a function of N = s + t. Then, H * q (f ) and H * q (g) can be estimated consistently from the two samples when N → ∞; see Corollary 3.1. Also, as N → ∞, the estimatorĤ * N,k,q based on the sample X 1 , . . . , X N with X i = S i (i = 1, . . . , s) and
, with β = s/N , and J β q can therefore be estimated consistently from the two samples. This situation is encountered, for instance, in the image matching problem presented in [29] , where entropy is estimated through the random graph approach of Redmond and Yukich [32] . As shown below, some other types of distances or divergences, that are not expressed directly through entropies, can also be estimated by the nearest-neighbor method.
Let K(f, g) denote the Kullback-Leibler relative entropy,
where H 1 is given by (1.3) andH 1 = − R m f (x) log g(x) dx. Given N independent observations X 1 , . . . , X N distributed with the density f and M observations Y 1 , . . . , Y M distributed with g, we wish to estimate K(f, g).
The second term H 1 can be estimated by (3.9), with asymptotic properties given by Corollary 3.2. The first termH 1 can be estimated in a similar manner, as follows: given X i in the sample, i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, considerρ(X i , Y j ), j = 1, . . . , M , and the order statisticsρ
is the kth nearest-neighbor distance from X i to some Y j , j ∈ {1, . . . , M }. Then, one can prove, similarly to Corollary 3.2, that
is an asymptotically unbiased and consistent estimator ofH 1 (when now both N and M tend to infinity) when g is bounded and
exists for some q < 1. The differencȇ
thus gives an asymptotically unbiased and consistent estimator of K(f, g).
Obviously a similar technique can be used to estimate the (symmetric) Kullback-Leibler divergence K(f, g) + K(g, f ). Note, in particular, that when f is unknown and only the sample X 1 , . . . , X N is available while g is known, then the termH 1 in K(f, g) can be estimated either by (3.13) with a sample Y 1 , . . . , Y M generated from g, with M taken arbitrarily large, or more simply by the Monte Carlo estimatoȓ
log g(X i ), (3.16) the term H 1 being still estimated by (3.9) . This forms an alternative to the method by Broniatowski [6] . Compared to the method by Jiménez and Yukich [19] based on Voronoi tessellations (see also [27] for a Voronoi-based method for Shannon entropy estimation), it does not require any computation of multidimensional integrals. In some applications one wishes to optimize K(f, g) with respect to g that belongs to some class G (possibly parametric), with f fixed. Note that only the first termH 1 of (3.12) then needs to be estimated. [Maximum likelihood estimation, with g = g θ in a parametric class, is a most typical example: θ is then estimated by minimizingH 1,N (g θ ); see (3.16 ).]
The Kullback-Leibler relative entropy can be used to construct a measure of mutual information (MI) between statistical distributions (see [22] ) with applications in image [29, 44] and signal processing [23] . Let a i and b i denote the gray levels of pixel i in two images A and B respectively, i = 1, . . . , N . The image matching problem consists in finding an image B in a data base that resembles a given reference image A. The MI method corresponds to maximizing K(f, f x f y ), with f the joint density of the pairs (a i , b i ) and f x (resp. f y ) the density of gray levels in image A (resp. B).
, where each term can be estimated by (3.9) from one of the three samples (a i ), (b i ) or (a i , b i ) (but A being fixed, only the last two terms need be estimated).
Another example of statistical distance between distributions is given by the following nonsymmetric Bregman distance
or its symmetrized version
see, for example, [2] . Given N independent observations from f and M from g, the first and second terms in (3.17) can be estimated by using (3.1). In the last term, the integral J q given by (3.14) can be estimated
Similarly to Theorem 3.1, I N,M,k,q is asymptotically unbiased, N, M → ∞, for q < 1 if J q exists and for any q ∈ (1, k + 1) if g is bounded. We also obtain a property similar to Theorem 3.2:Î N,M,k,q is a consistent estimator of J q , N, M → ∞, for q < 1 if J 2q−1 exists and for any q ∈ (1, (k + 2)/2) if g is bounded. (Notice, however, the difference with Theorem 3.2: when q > 1 the cases k = 1 and k ≥ 2 need not be distinguished for the estimation of J q and the upper bound on the admissible values for q is slightly larger than in Theorem 3.2.) 4. Examples.
4.1.
Influence of k. Figure 1 (left) presents H * q as a function of q (solid line) for the normal distribution N (0, I 3 ) in R 3 , together with estimateŝ H * N,k,q for k = 1, . . . , 5 obtained from a single sample of size N = 1000. Note thatĤ * N,k,q is defined only for q < k + 1 and quickly deviates from the theoretical value H * q when q > (k + 1)/2 or q < 1 (the difficulties for q small being due to f having unbounded support). For comparison, we also compute a plug-in estimate of H * q obtained through a (cross-validated) kernel density estimate of f . DefineH plug-in estimator are also shown. The figure indicates that the kth nearest neighbor estimator with k satisfying q < (k + 1)/2 is favorable in comparison to the plug-in estimator (for q > 1 values of k larger than 1 are preferable, whereas k = 1 is preferable, for q < 1).
Similar results hold for the Student distribution for T (ν, Σ, µ) in R 3 with 4 degrees of freedom, Σ = I 3 and µ = 0; see Figure 2 . In selecting k forĤ * N,k,q , large values of k are still generally preferable when q > 1.
At this stage, the optimal selection of k inÎ N,k,q depending on q and N remains an open issue (see Sections 3.2 and 5). We repeated a series of intensive simulations to see how the MSE E(Î N,k,q − I q ) 2 evolves when k varies, for different choices of N , q and m. Figure 3 shows the influence of N on the MSE forÎ N,k,q for different values of q using 10 000 independent repetitions, for f the density of the standard normal N (0, 1) and the normal N (0, I 3 ). For both m = 1 and m = 3 changes in N appear to have a greater influence on N times the MSE for q = 1.1 in comparison to q = 4. In particular, the figure indicates that for m = 3 and q = 1.1 the MSE decreases more slowly than 1/N . Figure 4 shows the influence of q on N times the MSE forÎ N,k,q as k varies.
Although our simulations do not reveal a precise rule for choosing k, they indicate that this choice is not critical for practical applications: taking k between 5 and 10 for q ≤ 2 and increasing from 10 to 20 for q from 2 to 4 gives reasonably good results for the cases we considered.
4.2.
Information spectrum, estimation of var[log f (X)]. We use the method suggested in Remark 3.2 and estimate S(f ) = var[log f (X)] byŜ N,1 given by (3.11) from a sample of 50 000 data generated with the Student distribution with 5 degrees of freedom. S(f ν ) is a decreasing function of ν and S(f 4 ) ≃ 0.9661, S(f 5 ) ≃ 0.8588, S(f 6 ) ≃ 0.7911; see Section 2.3. The empirical mean and standard deviation ofŜ N,1 obtained from 10 000 independent repetitions are 0.8578 and 0.0269 respectively, indicating that ν can be correctly estimated in this way.
Estimation of Kullback-Leibler divergence.
We use the same Student data as in 4.2 and estimate the Kullback-Leibler relative entropy K(f, f ν ) given by (3.12), using (3.16) for the estimation ofH 1 and (3.9) Fig. 4 . N times the empirical MSE forÎ N,k,q as a function of k (10 000 independent repetitions), for f the density of the standard normal N (0, 1) and N (0, I3) in R 3 for varying q {q = 0.75 (dots), q = 0.95 (circles), q = 1.1 (squares) and q = 2 (stars)} and N = 1000. 5. Related results and further developments. The paper by Jiménez and Yukich [19] gives a method for estimating statistical distances between distributions with densities f and g based on Voronoi tessellations. Given an i.i.d. sample from f , it relies on the comparison between the Lebesgue measure (volume) and the measure for g of the Voronoi cells (polyhedra) constructed from the sample. Voronoi tessellations are also used in [27] to estimate the Shannon entropy of f based on an i.i.d. sample. The method requires the computation of the volumes of the Voronoi cells and no asymptotic result is given. Comparatively, the method based on nearest neighbors does not require any computation of (multidimensional) integrals. A possible motivation for using Voronoi tessellations could be the natural adaptation to the shape of the distribution. One may then notice that the metric used to compute nearest-neighbor distances can be adapted to the observed sample: for X 1 , . . . , X N , a sample having a nonspherical distribution, its empirical covariance matrixΣ N can be used to define a new metric through √ N -consistency of an estimator of H 1 based on nearest-neighbor distances (k = 1) is proved by Tsybakov and van der Meulen [39] for m = 1 and sufficiently regular densities f with unbounded support using a truncation argument. On the other hand, √ N -consistency of the estimatorÎ N,k,q is still an open issue (notice that the bias approximations of Section 3.1 indicate that it does not hold for large m). As for the case of spacing methods, where the spacing can be taken as an increasing function of the sample size N (see, e.g., [12, 40, 41] ) it might be of interest to let k = k N increase with N ; see also [35] and Section 3.2. Properties of nearest-neighbor distances with k N → ∞ are considered, for instance, by Devroye and Wagner [7] , Liero [24] , Loftsgaarden and Quesenberry [26] and Moore and Yackel [28] . The derivation of an estimate of the asymptotic mean-squared error of the estimator could be used in a standard way to construct a rule for choosing k as a function of q, m and N (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2). Numerical simulations indicate, however, that this choice is not as critical as that of the bandwidth in a kernel density estimator used for plug-in entropy estimation; see Section 4.
A central limit theorem for functions h(ρ) of nearest-neighbor distances is obtained by Bickel and Breiman [4] for k = 1 and by Penrose [30] for k = k N → ∞ as N → ∞. However, their results do not apply to unbounded functions of ρ, such as
Conditions for the asymptotic normality ofÎ N,k,q are under current investigation.
6. Proofs. The following lemma summarizes some properties of I q .
Lemma 1.
(i) If f is bounded, then I q < ∞ for any q > 1.
(ii) If I q < ∞ for some q < 1, then I q ′ < ∞ for any q ′ ∈ (q, 1). (iii) If f is of finite support, I q < ∞ for any q ∈ [0, 1).
Proof.
(i) If f (x) <f and q > 1,
The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 use the following lemmas.
in the sense that if one side converges so does the other.
Proof. See [9] , volume 2, page 150, for (6.1). The proof is similar for (6.2). Define α = −β < 0 and I a,b = b a x α F (dx) for some a, b, with 0 < a < b < ∞. Integration by parts gives
Conversely, suppose that lim
6.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since the X i 's are i.i.d.,
where the random variable ζ N,i,k is defined by (3.2) . Its distribution function conditional to X i = x is given by
Let B(x, r) be the open ball of center x and radius r. We have
From the Poisson approximation of binomial distribution, Lemma 2 gives
for any q < k + 1. Suppose first that q < 1 and consider the random variables (U, X) with
The function u → u 1−q is bounded on every bounded interval and the generalized Helly-Bray Lemma (see [25] , page 187) implies
which completes the proof. Suppose now that 1 < q < k + 1. Note that from Lemma 1(i) I q < ∞. Consider
We show that sup N J N < ∞ for some δ > 0. From Theorem 2.5.1 of Bierens [5] , page 34, it implies
, so that β < 0, and take δ < (k + 1 − q)/(q − 1) so that β + k > 0. From (6.2),
Since f (x) is bounded, say, byf , we have ∀x ∈ R m , ∀u ∈ R, ∀N,
and thus, for u < 1,
Therefore, from (6.5),
which implies (6.4). Now we only need to prove that
But this follows from Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem, since z N,k (x) is bounded (take δ = 0 in J N ).
6.2. Proof of Theorem 3.2. We shall use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and writeÎ N,k,q = (1/N )
We consider the cases q < 1 and q > 1 separately. q < 1. Note that 2q − 1 < q < 1 and Lemma 1(ii) gives I q < ∞ when I 2q−1 < ∞. Consider the first term on the right-hand side of (6.8). We have
where the last term tends to −2I 2 q from Theorem 3.1. Consider the first term,
Since the function u → u 1−q is bounded on every bounded interval, it tends to
for any q < (k + 2)/2 (generalized Helly-Bray lemma, Lóeve [25] , page 187). Therefore, E(ζ 1−q N,i,k − I q ) 2 tends to a finite limit and the first term on the right-hand side of (6.8) tends to zero as N → ∞.
Consider now the second term of (6.8). We show that
Since Eζ 1−q N,i,k → I q from Theorem 3.1, we only need to show that E{ζ 
Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.1, we then obtain
for µ L -almost any x and y with (6.12) for any q < k + 1. Since the function u → u 1−q is bounded on every bounded interval, (6.10) gives
(generalized Helly-Bray lemma, [25] , page 187). This completes the proof that E(Î N,k,q − I q ) 2 → 0. Therefore,Î N,k,q p → I q , when N → ∞. q > 1. Note that from Lemma 1(i) I q and I 2q−1 both exist. Consider the first term on the right-hand side of (6.8). We have again (6.9) where the last term tends to −2I 2 q (the assumptions of the theorem imply q < k + 1 so that Theorem 3.1 applies). Consider the first term of (6.9). Define
we show that sup N J ′ N < ∞ for some δ > 0. From the assumptions of the theorem, 2q < k + 2. Let β = 2(1 − q)(1 + δ), so that β < 0 and take δ < (k + 2 − 2q)/[2(q − 1)] so that β + k > 0. Using Lemma 3 and developments 
where U k is given by (6.6). Theorem 2.5.1 of Bierens [5] then implies
for µ-almost any x, q < (k + 2)/2 and Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem gives E(ζ
The first term of (6.8) thus tends to zero.
Consider now the second term. As in the case q < 1, we only need to show that E{ζ
Using (6.11, 6.12), proving that sup N J ′′ N < J(x, y) < ∞ for some δ > 0 will then establish that
for µ-almost x and y; see Theorem 2.5.1 of Bierens [5] . Using (6.10), if
Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem will then complete the proof.
Integration by parts, as in the proof of Lemma 3, gives
This means that the balls B[x, R N (u)] and B[y, R N (v)] either do not intersect, or, when they do, their intersection contains neither x nor y. In that case, we use
where we used the bound (6.6) for
(ii) Suppose, without any loss of generality, that u < v and consider the domain defined by
. The cases k = 1 and k ≥ 2 must be treated separately since
where we used (6.6) and take δ < (2 − q)/(q − 1) so that β > −1 (this choice of δ is legitimate since q < 2). Suppose now that k ≥ 2. We have
, ∀α ∈ (0, 1). Developments similar to those used for the derivation of (6.6) give for v < 1
We obtain
where we used (6.6, 6.16) and require β + k(1 − α) > 0 and β
For that we take α = α k = k/(2k − 1). Indeed, from the assumptions of the theorem, depending on whether k = 1 or k ≥ 2. This proves (6.13).
When k ≥ 2, the bound on J ′′ N does not depend on x, y and Lebesgue's bounded convergence theorem implies E{ζ q , which completes the proof of the theorem; see (6.14) .
When k = 1, the condition (6.14) is satisfied if 2β > −1 [see (6.15), (6.17)], which is ensured by the choice δ < (3 − 2q)/[2(q − 1)] (legitimate since q < 3/2). Indeed, we can write Since f is bounded, we can take q 2 > 1 (and smaller than k + 1) such that ∞ 0 u 1−q 2 F N,x,k (du) < ∞; see (6.7). Since | log(u)| 1+δ /u 1−q 2 → 0 when u → 0, it implies that the first integral on the right-hand side of (6.19) is finite. Similarly, since, by assumption, I q 1 exists for some q 1 < 1, ∞ 0 u 1−q 1 F N,x,k (du) < ∞ and | log(u)| 1+δ /u 1−q 1 → 0, u → ∞, implies that the second integral on the right-hand side of (6.19) is finite, which completes the proof that EĤ N,k,1 → H 1 as N → ∞. ∞ 0 log u log vF N,x,y,k (du, dv) → log f (x) log f (y), N → ∞, for µ-almost x and y. We can then show that E{log ξ N,i,k log ξ N,j,k } → H 2 1 , so that E(Ĥ N,k,1 − H 1 ) 2 → 0, N → ∞.
